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Prosperity Preaching & The Word of Faith Movement
Twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week people in countries such as Korea, Australia,
Kenya, England, Brazil, Canada, Ukraine, and the United States are able to turn on their
televisions and experience the preaching of the Word of Faith movement. In the preaching of the
Word of Faith movement, also referred to colloquially as “prosperity preaching,” hearers are told
that God has promised financial riches and good physical health to those who believe in Christ
and are faithful to the word of God.
The Word of Faith movement is an American religious subculture made up of denominationally
independent churches, ministries, bible training colleges, mass media broadcast networks, and
entertainment production facilities.1 These entities are bound together by an informal relational
network based on a “shared understanding of the bible from which is derived the movement’s
doctrine or Faith Message.”2 One of the primary vehicles of the Faith Message is the Trinity
Broadcast Network (TBN). TBN was founded in 1973 by Paul and Jan Crouch in association
with Jim and Tammy Faye Bakker. As of this writing, TBN is featured on over 5,000 television
stations and is broadcast internationally through 33 satellites. TBN boasts of being broadcast into
92 million U.S. households annually. Word of Faith preachers can also be experienced on the
Word Network, the Angel Network, and local television networks throughout the United States
and abroad.
Word of Faith Controversy
To say that the preaching of the Word of Faith movement is controversial would be an
understatement. However, the reasons for controversy are varied. For some in
charismatic/evangelical circles, the theology of the Word of Faith movement raises doctrinal
concerns. Charismatic/evangelical detractors contend that Word of Faith preaching is heretical
because it espouses New Thought metaphysical teachings such as “positive confession,”
“visualization,” “inner healing” and “positive thinking” which they believe to contradict
orthodox Christian doctrine.3
Others inside and outside of charismatic/evangelical circles are primarily concerned about Word
of Faith hermeneutics. For these hermeneutical critics, the practice of interpreting text out of

their historical and literary contexts enables Word of Faith preachers to justify their consistent
messages of prosperity.4
For others, social justice is the primary concern. Social justice is a concern because people who
are attracted to Word of Faith preaching are often the poor, oppressed and/or marginalized. They
not only listen to Word of Faith messages but also donate money to Word of Faith ministries
with the hope that when they give to God according to the instructions of the preacher, they will
reap a one hundred-fold return on their money. They also expect that God will cure them
miraculously when health issues arise. These poor, oppressed and marginalized masses who have
not been able to realize their desires for financial prosperity while operating within their local
social economies, hope that by following the laws of the divine economy explicated weekly by
Word of Faith preachers, they will finally have all of their financial needs met. They also hope to
receive the desires of their hearts in the form of material goods. Some proponents of social
justice are concerned that preachers of the Word of Faith movement get rich at the expense of
their poor congregants.5 The tithes and offerings of the marginalized poor pay for the mansions,
Gulfstream jets, and Rolls-Royces of the preachers. However, prosperity preachers such as
Creflo Dollar, Jr. view living lives of luxury as simply practicing what they preach, even when
the money comes from the poor. When asked in one interview why he was so open about his
wealth, Dollar responded:
One of the things that I want to do is make sure that I am practicing what I preach.
It is so important. My church gave me a Rolls-Royce. I would never spend that
much money on a Rolls-Royce for several reasons. But when your church
congregation – 20,000 at that time – come to you and say, “pastor, we want you to
drive the best,” I’m not going to turn that down. It would be a dishonor to the
people that gave it to me.6
The Evolution of Word of Faith Preaching
In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries there was a very quiet movement commencing in New
England under the leadership of a white clockmaker named Phineas Parkhurst Quimby that
would prove foundation for Word of Faith preaching.7 This movement would become known as
New Thought.8
Quimby was particularly interested in mental healing. It was after being healed of tuberculosis
that he was inspired to better understand the relationship between illness and health.9 He began to
study and practice Mesmerism (hypnosis) and eventually developed his own healing theories.10
For example, in a short essay entitled, “Is Disease a Belief?” Quimby writes of the relationship
between the mind and disease:
If I am sick, I am sick for my feelings are my sickness, and my sickness is my
belief, and my belief is my mind; therefore all disease is in the mind or belief.
Now as our belief or disease is made up of ideas which are matter, it is necessary
to know what ideas we are in; for to cure the disease is to correct the error; and as
disease is what follows the error, destroy the cause, and the effect will cease.11

Quimby felt that by discovering the connection between the mind and disease he had
rediscovered the healing technique of Jesus.12
Out of the New Thought movement grew several other movements. Quimby’s best known
student was Mary Baker Eddy who founded Christian Science.13 In turn, some of Eddy’s students
included: Charles and Myrtle Fillmore who founded the Unity School of Christianity; Malinda E.
Cramer who co-founded Divine Science; and Ernest Holmes who founded Religious Science.14
Over the years, proponents of New Thought taught that changing one’s thinking could not only
affect one’s health, but every aspect of one’s life including financial well being.

Emergence of New Thought in Black Preaching
During the Great Migration (1915-1920) an estimated 1.5 million Southern blacks moved to
Northern states to escape sharecropping, tenant farming, and abject poverty.15 During this period,
Chicago's black population grew by 148 percent, Cleveland's by 307 percent, Detroit's by 611
percent. Many blacks felt they might find employment in the North and new lives for themselves
and their families.16 One preacher who arose during this period was George Baker better known
as Father Major Jealous Divine or “Father Divine.”17 Father Divine established the Peace
Mission Movement in Sayville Long Island, New York, in which he preached self-help and
positive thinking; held his followers to a strict code of ethics including no drinking, smoking, or
drugs; prohibited racial prejudice and discrimination among those in the movement; and
established small black businesses while urging his followers to patronize those businesses.18
Although Father Divine required his followers to maintain a strict standard of personal piety, he
was also encouraged a commitment to social justice. Divine’s followers were urged to develop a
plan for a “righteous government” in which equality for all would be realized and such practices
as Jim Crow and lynching would be repealed.19 Father Divine was known for his flamboyant
appearance.
Another flamboyant preacher during this period was Charles Manuel Grace, also known as
“Daddy Grace” or “Sweet Daddy Grace.” Sweet Daddy Grace founded the House of Prayer for
All People in 1919 in West Wareham, Massachusetts, in which he promised his people they could
live the good life by “placing their trust, their faith, and most of all their money in his hands.”20
Though the doctrine of the House of Prayer for All People is said to have resembled
Pentecostalism, Daddy Grace also preached positive thinking.21
Reverend Dr. Johnnie Colemon and Reverend Frederick J. Eikerenkoetter II (Rev. Ike) were
preaching messages of self- reliance and individualism while preachers of the Civil Rights
movement preached messages about the need for solidarity and the power of unity in the face of
injustice. However, the preaching of Ike and Colemon was more comprehensive that it appeared
on the surface.
Reverend Colemon is an ordained minister in the Unity tradition. After enrolling in the Unity
School of Christianity and being healed of an incurable disease, Colemon began to teach Unity
principles of healing and positive thinking. In 1956, Colemon founded the Christ Universal
Temple in Chicago which is currently the largest New Thought church in the world with 20,000
members.22 Then and now members were taught that a happy, healthy and prosperous life is

within reach of each individual who realizes that the kingdom of God is within her or him;23
“God has created his people to be perfect, whole and complete, and fined and surrounded in and
with prosperity.”24
Reverend Frederick J. Eikerenkoetter II, better known as Rev. Ike, believed that all the problems
of society begin with the individual.25 He preached a gospel of self-identity to get each person to
believe in the “divinity or dignity within himself.”26 Rev. Ike founded the Miracle Temple in
Boston in 1965 and the United Church and Science of Living Institute in 1969 to teach people
how to live better lives through positive thinking. Though not formally a member of the New
Thought movement, his teachings were an intersection between New Thought teachings and
African American religious expressions.
While Father Divine, Sweet Daddy Grace , Coleman and Ike were the first black preachers to
formally incorporate New Thought metaphysics into their preaching, many of today’s black
Word of Faith preachers acknowledge the teachings and preaching of Kenneth E. Hagin as a
major influence on their own preaching ministries.
New Thought and the Word of Faith Movement
For Kenneth E. Hagin, best known as the father of the Word of Faith Movement, the 1960s were
a time of new beginnings. Hagin, a white Southern Baptist, converted to Pentecostalism because
he wanted to fellowship with people who believed in divine healing.27 Hagin’s belief in divine
healing was undoubtedly influenced by his own divine healing at the age of seventeen. Hagin had
suffered from a deformed heart and incurable blood disease all his life. However, after reading
Mark 5:34 wherein Jesus healed the woman with the issue of blood, he was completely healed.28
Soon after his healing, Hagin began to preach.
In 1962, Kenneth Hagin began preaching and teaching that reality is “created in the minds and
affirmed in the speech of believers.”29 Hagin founded the Kenneth E. Hagin Evangelistic
Association which was the beginning of the Word of Faith Movement.30 Though Hagin claimed
that his teachings were inspired by the Holy Spirit, it is believed that Hagin actually plagiarized
his teachings from E.W. Kenyon, an independent evangelist and bible teacher.31 In turn, Kenyon
is believed to have adopted many of his teachings from Christian Science and New Thought.32
From the beginning of his ministry, Hagin used the media very effectively to proliferate the
Word of Faith message. He moved to Tulsa, Oklahoma, and began broadcasting his teachings on
his radio program, “Faith Seminar of the Air.”33 He published his teaching in the “Word of
Faith” Magazine which subsequently became the name of the movement and is still in
circulation today. Hagin also published over one hundred and twenty books and numerous audio
tapes. He founded Rhema Correspondence School in 1968 and the Rhema Bible Training Center
in 1974. Through these educational endeavors, Hagin has trained thousands of new Faith
preachers.
Hagin also founded the Rhema Ministerial Association International( RMAI) in 1985.34 The
members of this association are usually graduates of Rhema Bible Training Center and are
licensed and/or ordained by RMAI. Currently, one thousand fifty seven churches are listed as

members.35 Hagin’s effective use of media and his teaching ministry at Rhema insured the
proliferation of his message to divergent audiences.
Prominent Word of Faith Preachers
Kenneth Copeland is the founder and of Kenneth Copeland Ministries, an internationally
renowned ministry that with offices in Fort Worth, Texas, and various countries and cities in
Africa, Australia, Canada, Europe and the Ukraine. Ira V. Hilliard is pastor of the New Light
Christian Center of Houston, Texas, which has 20,000 members.36 Jesse Duplantis, known for
his sense of humor, is president and founder of Jesse Duplantis Ministries and Covenant Church
Destrehand, Louisiana. Keith Butler, a Rhema graduate, is the pastor of the 18,000 member
Word of Faith International Christian Center in Southfield, Michigan.37 Creflo Dollar, Jr., is the
pastor of World Changers International Ministries of College Park, Georgia, with a membership
of 23,500. Frederick K.C. Price is founder of the Crenshaw Christian Center (CCC) in South
Central Los Angeles with current membership of over 22,000.38
Real Father of the Word of Faith Movement
Many Word of Faith preachers readily acknowledge Kenneth E. Hagin to be their mentor and the
father of the Word of Faith movement. However, in his book, A Different Gospel, Dan
McConnell argues that Essek William Kenyon was actually the father of the Word of Faith
movement since Hagin plagiarized Word of Faith doctrine directly from Kenyon. In his book, A
Different Gospel, McConnell displays the writing of Kenyon and Hagin side by side to illustrate
the degree of Hagin’s plagiarism. McConnell contends that Kenyon is the founding father of the
Faith movement because Kenyon wrote the teachings upon which the Faith movement is based.39
Essek William Kenyon was an evangelist, pastor, and teacher who was born in Hadley Hills,
New York, on April 24, 1867, at a lumber camp.40 Having received an exhorter’s license from
the Methodist Episcopal Church in Amsterdam, New York,41 Kenyon fulfilled his calling to
ministry by: founding the Bethel Bible Institute in 1898 where he trained students in evangelism,
mission and divine healing, 42 pastoring several churches including the Plymouth Congregational
Church in Oakland, California,43 and at the age of sixty-four, Kenyon launching “Kenyon’s
Church of the Air,” a radio ministry in 193144and founding the Seattle Bible Institute in 1935.
Kenyon has sixteen published books and two published bible courses. Many of Kenyon’s books
are compilations of articles written for Kenyon’s Herald of Life45 or edited transcripts of radio
broadcasts.46
Kenyon Teachings Adopted by Word of Faith Preachers
For Kenyon, the New Covenant that God established with humanity through Jesus, unlike the
Old Covenant God established with Abraham, permanently restored the relationship between
God and humanity which Adam’s sin had broken. The New Covenant entitles believers to certain
rights and privileges that, when claimed and acted upon, allow believers to live lives of victory
and success instead of lives of defeat and failure. Rights to which believers are entitled include:
status as the righteousness of God, material prosperity, authority to make confession in the name
of Jesus, and victory over sickness and disease.
Kenyon’s Hermeneutics

Kenyon used a deductive approach to scripture in his teaching and preaching in which he made a
point or drew a conclusion then cited scripture to support his conclusions (also known as prooftexting).47 Kenyon’s approach to scripture is common in some evangelical traditions. There are
some evangelical scholars who may help us to understand better and classify Kenyon’s
hermeneutics.
In God, Revelation and Authority, Carl F. H. Henry writes about propositional revelation. Henry
defines proposition as, “A verbal statement that is either true or false; it is a rational declaration
capable of being either believed or doubted.”48 Having defined proposition, Henry argues that
the bible is God’s propositional revelation that God supernaturally communicated to chosen
people in the form of “cognitive truths.” The God-inspired prophetic-apostolic proclamation of
the bible articulates the cognitive truths “ in sentences that are not internally contradictory.”
Therefore, for Henry, the bible is divinely inspired information that is expressed as propositional
revelation in sentences that do not contradict each other.
Perhaps, it is the belief that each sentence of scripture is in and of itself a divine truth or
propositional revelation that compelled Kenyon to use his deductive approach. Perhaps Kenyon
felt no need to engage in biblical exegesis because the truth of the text is self-evident as revealed
by God in sentence form. Or perhaps Kenyon’s use of scripture can be simply be categorized as
the “no hermeneutic” hermeneutic.49 According to Douglas Jacobsen, rejecting the exegetical
process is a conscious choice of many evangelicals:
One of the prevailing assumptions of North American evangelical hermeneutics
has been that one really does not need to “interpret” the Bible at all in order to
understand it. All one needs to do is read the Bible with an open mind, ready to
hear what it has to say. I call this the “no hermeneutic” hermeneutic of traditional
evangelicalism.
Whether Kenyon’s method of interpretation is deemed propositional revelation or the “no
hermeneutic” hermeneutic, it is a type of interpretation whose underlying premise is that the
bible means exactly what it says and context is not always important.
Word of Faith Foundational Doctrine of the Divine Economy
One of the most important teachings of the Word of Faith movement is the divine economy
which was created and popularized by Oral Roberts. Roberts is an evangelist and former
president of Oral Roberts University in Tulsa, Oklahoma. The divine economy is an economic
system based on the belief that God wants to provide God’s people with material prosperity.50
An alternative to the secular economy, the divine economy is activated by faith in the goodness
of God and the law of sowing and reaping or seed-faith.
Robert’s doctrine of seed-faith is composed of three core principles which, if applied properly in
the life of the believer, can ensure that she or he will have abundant life or a life of prosperity.51
The first core principle is that Christians should turn their lives over completely to God by
recognizing that God, not humanity, is the source of all their needs.52 People who help Christians
at various points in their lives are instruments of God but they are not the source of any
blessings. God is the source.53

The second core principle is the principle of sowing and reaping.54 Whatever the believer gives
freely to God becomes a seed for God to multiply back to the believer in the form of their needs.
When the believer sows seed of any kind by giving of their talent, time, love, compassion, or
money, they will receive those things in return. If believers want God to supply their financial
needs, they should give seed-money to God for God to reproduce and multiply.55 Roberts is very
careful to differentiate seed-faith giving from tithing. Seed-faith giving is done before the
miracle is manifested or the need has been met.56 Tithing is giving after one has been blessed by
God financially.
Roberts is also clear that giving to God means Christians give to the church or they give to
someone to whom God has directed them.57 For example, there was a time when Roberts and his
wife Evelyn were struggling to pay their rent. Roberts was led to give a seed-faith offering to
God. After he gave the offering, a man who was a member of the church Roberts was pastoring
gave Roberts an amount seven times the offering Roberts had given to the church. As a result,
Roberts and his wife were able to stay in the house.58
The third core principle of seed-faith is to immediately expect a miracle after the seed has been
planted.59 In order to expect a miracle, the believer must “release their faith” in God by truly
believing that God is going to grant them a miracle.60
Though Roberts advises believers to plant seed like the miracle they need, for example, planting
a seed of time if they need time, of love if they need love, he simultaneously espouses planting of
money seeds to meet other types of needs. For example, he recounts a testimony of a young
woman who planted a seed of faith for reconciliation in her marriage. When she decided to plant
a financial seed, it was the point of contact she needed to release her own faith. She and her
husband did reconcile. However, it would seem that if believers should sow like seed, rather than
giving money she should rather have helped someone else reconcile their relationship as a way
of mending her own.
Roberts cites several scriptures including Luke 6:38 as evidence of God’s promise to give back
to those who give. Continuing in the tradition of Kenyon, Roberts cites these scriptures out of
context to justify his prosperity teachings.
The Problems of Word of Faith Teachings
The approach to scripture that Oral Roberts takes in order to produce his seed-faith teaching is
the same approach used by all Word of Faith preachers to justify their teachings. Oral Roberts
takes the Sermon on the Plain in Luke 6:20-38, in which Jesus radically critiques human
interaction based on status, privilege, and ascription and reduces it a Godly promise for abundant
living. By misinterpreting the text in this way, Roberts subjugates the life and work of Christ to
desire for wealth, depicts the divine-human relationship as a capitalistic exchange, erodes the
sovereignty of God, dangerously equates God and the church, and construes contextual biblical
texts into eternal Godly promises.
Jesus was ultimately crucified for being a social and political threat.61 In the Sermon on the
Plain, Jesus proclaimed a kingdom of God in which the poor, the hungry, and those weeping,

those who were hated and excluded were called blessed. In this same kingdom, the rich, the full,
the laughing ones and those of good repute were forewarned of ill-fated futures. In the kingdom
of God as articulated by Jesus, poverty was no longer a life sentence to marginalization and
condemnation (Godly or human). Wealth was no longer a sign of Godly favor or divine sanction.
In the radical kingdom that Jesus proclaimed, blessings were directly dependent upon human
interaction and the degree to which those interactions embodied God’s kingdom. In Roberts’ use
of Luke 6:38, the grand eschatological vision imparted to humanity in the life and work of Jesus
Christ, in which He sought to liberate humanity from its self-made systems of power and
privilege, is subjugated to individual desire for wealth and material gain. The only good news
that Roberts extracts from this text is that believers can live abundant lives if they give God
money.
In his seminal work, The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism, Max Weber defines
capitalistic economic action:
We will define a capitalistic economic action as one which rests on the
expectation of profit by the utilization of opportunities for exchange…Where
capitalistic acquisition is rationally pursued; the corresponding action is adjusted
to calculations in terms of capital. This means that the action is adapted to a
systematic utilization of goods or personal services as means of acquisition in
such a way that, at the close of a business period, the balance of the enterprise in
money assets exceeds the capital, i.e. the estimated value of the material means of
production used for acquisition in exchange.62
According to Weber’s definition, in Robert’s doctrine of seed-faith, the economic action would
be initiated by believers in the form of monetary outlay. They offer a monetary gift to God. The
material means of production is the release of the faith of believers. Once believers release their
faith, God then releases God’s bounty in monetary form by blessing them financially. The
exchange is complete when believers have acquired from God a monetary blessing which is
some multiple of the initial capital outlay. This scenario is capitalism as its best. For an
investment of money and faith, believers yield many times more money than they initially
invested. In capitalism, there are risks involved in every economic exchange. However,
according to Roberts, sowing and reaping is a divine law. God never fails to deliver on God’s
promises.
In Roberts’ seed-faith doctrine, the sovereignty of God is eliminated. No longer is God able to
act as God wills in any given situation. Rather, God must obey God’s laws as interpreted by
Roberts.
In Roberts’ doctrine, giving to God means giving to the church ̶ placing God and the church on
equal footing. It is not uncommon for churches to make financial appeals by claiming that by
giving to the church, people are not only giving to God but also fulfilling a Godly obligation.63
Many of these appeals are made to encourage worshippers to give tithes (ten percent of their
income). Where Roberts’ doctrine becomes particularly dangerous is in his insistence that in
order to receive from God believers must give seed-faith offerings in addition to the tithes they
already give. In this scenario, though believers are promised multi-fold returns, God’s appetite

for money seems insatiable. It is not hard to see how the preponderance of monetary
requirements can also become a financial burden.
Inherent in Roberts’ doctrine is the belief that scripture texts, even when taken out of context, are
promises of God for all people for all ages. By using scripture out of context, Roberts constructs
his own belief system which he supports, like E.W. Kenyon, with other scripture. Texts such as
the Sermon on the Plain in Luke 6 illustrate the breadth and depth of the Gospel that is lost when
scripture is divorced from its socio-political, historical, and literary contexts.
Oral Robert’s doctrine of seed faith has been adopted by many preachers both inside and outside
of the Word of Faith movement. One preacher who has incorporated Robert’s doctrine into his
preaching and teaching is Kenneth Copeland.
Copeland and Prosperity
While Kenneth Hagin advanced Kenyon’s contention that God would supply all the believer’s
needs by preaching and teaching that God would provide the believers with abundance (more
than they need) and good success, Copeland uses Kenyon’s teaching on the blessings of
Abraham that are promised to all believers with Oral Robert’s teachings on seed faith to argue
that when believers follow the law of seed faith, God will increase whatever seed is sown by one
hundred-fold.64 The one hundred-fold return principle works in every area of the Christians life:
personal finances, faith and spiritual growth, business, etc…65
Copeland is specific about where and how the seeds should be sown. When the believer gives in
obedience to God, their heavenly account credits them with one hundred times the amount they
gave.66 In order to receive one hundred-fold on their finances, believers need to sow seed into
good ministries. Seed should not be sown in nonproductive places. In order to find out where
seed should be sown, believers should ask God. For Copeland, seed-faith has four steps: 1) make
a decision to have the word be the final authority, 2) plant seed in a ministry that God has
authorized, 3) verbally confess your right to receive one hundred-fold return, 4) and stand on the
confession. Copeland teaches that the believer has responsibility to remember seed that has been
sown in the past. Periodically, the believer should review all of the seed that has been sown and
confess their right to receive one hundred-fold until that full amount has been received.67
Copeland also believes that the wealth of the sinner is laid up for the just and will eventually find
its way into their hands.68 When the believer confesses with their words that they will be
prosperous, then they will receive wealth.
Other Word of Faith Teachings
In order for the prosperity gospel to have any validity, proponents of prosperity gospel must
argue that the central figure of the gospel, Jesus Christ himself, was not poor. Without addressing
Jesus’ socio-economic status, they would have no hope of being taken seriously. Therefore, the
Word of Faith preachers attempt to fabricate Jesus’ wealth by citing circumstantial evidence. For
example, though Creflo Dollar does not cite chapter and verse, he references the occasion of
John 1:39 when two of John’s disciples follow Jesus and ask him where he was staying as
evidence of Jesus’ wealth. In this text, Jesus advised the disciples to “come and see” where he
was living. The disciples followed Him and stayed with Him for the rest of the day. Dollar tells

his hearers that since the disciples stayed with Jesus the entire day, His house must have been
very nice. Dollar does not seem to consider the possibility that the disciples stayed with Jesus
because they were enthralled with His teachings or because the presence of the Spirit of God
dwelled within and around Him.
Word of Faith preachers teach their hearers that money is the answer for all of life’s needs and
challenges. If money is used as a seed and named properly, it can grow up into healing. It can
grow up into favor. It can grow up into deliverance. It can grow up into the anointing. On the one
hand, while some teach that money is not used to buy one’s way into God’s favor, on the other
hand, preachers such as Creflo Dollar use examples of how giving money to God can work using
an example of a grandfather whose grandchild was kidnapped. After the grandfather sowed a
“huge” money seed into Dollar’s ministry, the grandchild was returned unharmed.
Like Kenneth Copeland, many Word of Faith preachers teach that wealth of the rich is laid up for
the righteous by God. In order to access the money, believers to should pray to God and claim
what God has laid aside for them.

Word of Faith Preaching and Individualism
Whether the topic is money, the anointing, physical healing or the righteousness of God, Word of
Faith preaching encourages hearers to seek God’s blessings for themselves as individuals and
their families. The individualistic nature of Word of Faith preaching is exemplified in one
sermon in which Creflo Dollar instructs his hearers to make confessions. Confessions are
petitions or series of definitive statements (usually made audibly) detailing needs, wants and
desires believers expect God to grant them. In this sermon, Dollar informs hearers that they
should choose their confessions from the word of God:
We cannot receive the product of a thing until we understand the process of how
to get it. And so what we’re doing now, and this is a faith life, so I’m
documenting what I’m believing God for. I’m not going to be saying Lord, “I’m
thankful that I have money to pay the light bill this month.” No! My confession
will not be that. My confession will be:
Father, I will never be in lack again.
And whatever I need, there is sufficiency in all things.
And I am a millionaire.
And I have more money than any bank in this natural world can hold. And Father
my body is tremendously healed.
My family is free from tragedy. I won’t ever have to worry about tragedy.
No plane will crash on me and if it does, I will be the one to survive. And all of
these things that I am setting in place right now.
See, instead of waiting until the devil comes to put him on the run, put him on the
run right now.69
In Dollar’s confession, he and his family are the beneficiaries of God’s blessings. Therefore,
when God honors Dollar’s confessions, Dollar’s needs will be met. Dollar will be a millionaire
(he already is). Dollar and his family will be free from tragedy, etc. One question that comes to
mind is, “If Dollar truly believes God will grant all petitions believers make that are in accord

with the word of God, then why does he only teach believers to pray for themselves?” Would it
not be ideal for believers to access the power of God not just for themselves and their families,
but for everyone? Why would they not pray that God provide money, food, and shelter for all of
the poor people of the world? Why does Dollar instruct the hearers to confess that if a plane
crashes that he/she, as an individual will be the only one to survive? Can they not just as easily
petition God for the survival of everyone on the plane?
I believe the reason adherents of the Word of Faith movement are not instructed to make
confessions on behalf of others is because of a sense of Christian entitlement. A sense of
Christian entitlement is the belief that only those who choose to follow particular teachings of
Christ are entitled to receive certain benefits. Those who choose not to believe, get what they
deserve. A sense of Christian entitlement sees no need to pursue social justice issues. If everyone
would simply follow Christ, all social justice issues would disappear. Those with a sense of
Christian entitlement believe that non-Christians and other Christians who do not believe as they
do not deserve benefits.
This sense of entitlement contorts the example that Christ lived for us. Jesus expressed an
unconditional love for all people. When people were hungry in the text, Jesus fed them. He did
not just feed people who believed or lived in a particular way. When Jesus healed the sick, He
healed them all. When Jesus preached in the synagogue in Luke 4 that He had come to set free
the captive and liberate the oppressed, He did not stipulate that He would only help those who
believed as He wanted them to.
Perhaps, one of the reasons why a sense of Christian entitlement exists is because believers feel
they are entitled to blessings because of all of the seeds they are sowing, confessions they are
making, lives they are living, tapes and compact discs they are buying, etc. These believers are
working hard and investing time and resources into being good Christians. Why should others
who are not living Godly lives be the beneficiaries of God’s blessings? If someone wants to be
blessed, then they too can follow the advice prescribed by Word preachers or other Christian
ministries.
Influence of Word of Faith Preaching
The theology of the Word of Faith movement is not confined to the informal network of the
movement. Due to the international proliferation of Word of Faith theology on television
networks such as the Trinity Broadcast Network and the Word Network, twenty-four hours a
day, seven days a week, the theology has made its way into faith communities large and small,
main-line Protestant and non-denominational, domestic and international. At offering time in
African Methodist Episcopal, United Methodist, and American Baptist churches, Oral Robert’s
seed faith theology is used to persuade congregants not only to give tithes, but also offerings in
return for greater financial blessings for themselves and their families. The preaching of Creflo
Dollar and other Word preachers encourages hearers to make confessions for the safety and
prosperity of their own families only, without regard for the welfare of their neighbors.
Christians who are nurtured with a steady dose of prosperity preaching may develop a sense of
Christian entitlement which encourages them to believe that those who do not believe as they do
get what they deserve. Those who suffer from oppression in society can be liberated if only they
would internalize Word messages and beliefs and practice its teachings.

However, there are several deficiencies to the teachings of Word of Faith theology, all of which
emerge from Word of Faith hermeneutics. Word of Faith preachers contend that their preaching
is biblical because they use text from the bible by which to justify their teachings. Is preaching
that uses scriptures out of context biblical preaching? Or is it simply preaching with biblical
references? If we believe that consideration of biblical context is an essential component of
biblical preaching, we cannot classify Word of Faith theology (as it relates to teaching about
money and health) as biblical. And since Word of Faith theology is not biblical, then hearers of
Word theology who give tithes and offerings expecting God to multiply their giving by one
hundred-fold are doing so without contextual biblical justification.
Lack of contextual biblical justification can explain inconsistencies of results that followers of
Word preaching experience. There are many people who believe they have been financially and
physically (healed of sickness or disease) blessed when they have sown seed into select
ministries.70 At the same time, there are many people who believe they have not benefited from
adherence to Word of Faith teachings.71 Inconsistent results can also be explained by the limited
impact of positive thinking. Critics of Kenyon believe he developed his teachings by combining
the positive thinking teachings of Unity, Christian Science and New Thought with Christian
scriptures. If the teachings of the Word of Faith movement are simply Christianized humanism,
then the results of the teachings would vary according to abilities, gifts, degrees of
internalization, motivation, social conditions, socio-economic status, education, and availability
of opportunities of the persons putting them to practice. However, if the teachings were Godly
promises, all people who believed and practiced the teachings would be financially wealthy and
physically healthy.
By finding many Word of Faith teachings and preaching (namely those that promise financial
wealth and perfect physical health) non-biblical, many of the claims of Word preachers are
rendered invalid. Without a sound biblical foundation, Word theology and preaching can be
compared to a house of cards that topples upon itself with the slightest touch. If the teachings are
non-biblical, then the poor and disenfranchised can once again be seen and valued as children of
God rather than being viewed as misguided, uninformed, and unfaithful. If the teachings are nonbiblical, Jesus’ constant awareness of and care for the poor during his earthly ministry can be
used as a model for Christians in the twenty-first century, rather than His supposed wealth. If the
teachings are non-biblical, God’s sovereignty can once again be embraced and God’s obligation
to act according to Word teachings, dispelled. If the teachings are non-biblical, believers can be
assured they are not always at fault when they experience health problems or encounter financial
difficulty. If the teachings are non-biblical, making confessions only for one’s own welfare or
the welfare of one’s own family, becomes a model of selfish ambition rather than Christian
duty. If the teachings are non-biblical, Kenyon’s classification of sense knowledge as knowledge
that comes from books and revelation knowledge as knowledge that comes from God, can be
refuted. Children of God with gifts of God write books through the grace of God. The spirit of
God can be found within the pages of books other than the bible. And if the teachings are nonbiblical, the importance of prophetic preaching returns to the fore.
Without the absolute promises of God for the attainment of wealth and good health, the
responsibility for assuring equitable distribution of the earth’s resources, health care, food,
adequate and affordable housing, educational opportunity, and safety once again becomes the

shared responsibility of all humanity through the power of God, including the body of Christ.
Those of us who claim to be followers of Christ must assume our duties as the eyes, ears, hands,
feet, and voices of Christ on earth who celebrate God’s goodness with the unselfish nature of our
daily lives, in addition to, the praise on our lips.
The Most Consistent Beneficiaries
The people who most consistently profit from Word of Faith theology are the preachers. Creflo
Dollar is but one of hundreds of Word preachers whose extravagant lifestyles are supported and
financed by adherents of Word theology. Dollar owns two Rolls Royces, two jets, a $3 million
mansion, and $2.5 million apartment in Time Warner Center in New York. While he preaches
that money given to God (to World Changers Church International) in return for seed sown
should be used to build the kingdom of God, he uses much of the money he earns preaching and
teaching prosperity gospel to enrich himself and his family. Dollar, and other preachers, cites his
own financial prosperity as living proof that all hearers can become rich. However, his argument
is faulty. Most hearers of Word theology are not pastors and do not have hundreds or thousands
of followers who give money into their ministries – money that in turn, is used to pay ministerial
salaries. Most hearers do not have homes and cars purchased on their behalf. And most hearers
do not experience having money literally dropped at their feet on any given day.72
Importance of Theological Education
Neither E.W. Kenyon, Kenneth Hagin, Oral Roberts, nor Kenneth Copeland completed a formal
degree program of any sort. None of them were beneficiaries of any theological education.
Though Creflo Dollar earned a bachelor’s degree, he also does not have a formal theological
education. E.W. Kenyon developed his theology by reading the works and listening to the
preaching of his contemporaries. Kenneth Hagin plagiarized Kenyon’s writings and used
Kenyon’s theology as the basis of his preaching. Kenneth Copeland memorized the preaching of
Kenneth Hagin to start his ministry. He later directly incorporated the teachings of Kenyon into
his sermons as well. Creflo Dollar developed his preaching and teachings using the preaching
and teaching of Copeland, Hagin, Roberts, and Kenyon as a model. Dollar interprets texts using
the lenses of his predecessors. Though all people approach biblical texts with particular life
experiences and beliefs that shape the way we view and interpret texts, Dollar’s interpretive
lenses prevent him from seeing and understanding the messages contained in the texts
themselves. Dollar, along with other Word preachers and teachers, could benefit greatly from
theological education.
There are many preachers who engage in responsible, contextual preaching without having had
the benefit of a formal theological education. Many preachers in black faith communities, and
other faith communities as well, who have not earned theological degrees were fortunate to
associate with mentors who innately understood the importance of context in biblical
interpretation. These mentors passed along their beliefs and practices to others. Some preachers
have searched for and found for themselves a wealth of resources, such as biblical commentaries,
bible dictionaries and encyclopedias that help them better understand the contexts of biblical
texts.
However, the benefits of formal theological education are numerous. In seminaries and divinity
schools, students are not only taught that biblical interpretation must be contextual, but are

exposed to the many options and methods of approaching texts that enable them to extract from
its pages nuggets of hope, comfort, empowerment, critique, and liberation with which to bless
the people of God.
A Final Word
Like it or not, Word of Faith theology is ingrained in the fabric of many faith cultures in the
United States and around the world. The lack of contextual biblical foundation and its
proliferation of a pseudo-prophetic (a false type of preaching that only pretends to be prophetic
while actually being self-interested) and individualistic message makes Word preaching a threat
to prophetic religious traditions in general. Responsible and critical members of the body of
Christ must not only continue to educate ourselves about Word teachings but also inform others
of our concerns.
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